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Parts Feeding in Two-Stage Assembly Systems: An Assessment by Simulation

Abstract

Literature on two-stage assembly systems typically assume that parts (subassemblies) require several sequential operations at the first production stage. However, parts can often be produced at a single station. This shifts the focus away from coordination to the provision of parts. The literature on parts feeding typically assumes the full availability of parts at stock points (e.g. warehouses or supermarkets), thereby neglecting the potential impact of capacity constraints at upstream stations. In response, this study assesses the performance of different parts feeding policies (kitting and line stocking). Simulation results show limited operational performance differences between kitting and line stocking in to-stock systems, with the main difference being where stock points are located. However, results also highlight the potential for producing subassemblies to-order if the constraint is how much (and not where) stock can be kept. This links together the literature on parts feeding with that on customer order decoupling points.

Keywords: Operations Management; Design Methodology - Design for assembly; Just-in-time (JIT) systems.
1. Introduction

This study is motivated by an assemble-to-order company that produces parts or subassemblies in a subassembly shop that are then assembled into the end product, or final assembly, at an assembly shop. This type of shop is commonly encountered in practice (e.g. Silva et al. 2006; Stevenson & Silva, 2008; Hendry et al., 2008; Stevenson et al., 2011) and there exists a broad literature on both assembly shops and multi-stage shops (e.g. Sculli, 1980; Adam et al., 1987; Philipoom et al., 1991; Portioli-Staudacher, 2000; Lu et al., 2011; Thürer et al., 2012, 2012b). This literature typically assumes that subassemblies require several independent processing operations (Komaki et al. 2019). In this context, a major challenge is the coordination of the subassemblies on the shop floor such that all subassemblies that make up an assembly order arrive at the assembly shop in time (Thürer et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2019). But in some practical situations, subassemblies may have simple routings, such as in the case of plastic molds, and only require processing at a single station or cell. In this context, the focus shifts from co-ordinating subassembly progress to parts feeding.

Two commonly known parts feeding policies are line stocking and kitting (Bozer & McGinnis, 1994, Hua & Johnson, 2010). Line stocking provides the continuous replenishment of parts or subassemblies to the assembly line, typically using a reorder point system. In contrast, kitting requires that all subassemblies of an assembly order are combined in a so-called kit before being sent to assembly. Thus, with kitting, usually no stocks of parts are kept at the assembly stations. While there has been increasing research interest on parts feeding (see, e.g. Kilic & Durmusoglu, 2015; Schmid & Limère, 2019), existing studies mostly focus on analytical models, neglecting stochastic demand systems. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, existing studies only focus on the assembly operations downstream of subassembly stock points, such as a warehouse (including some studies on the design of the warehouse (e.g. Battini et al. 2015)). This neglects the subassembly shop, which is upstream of these stock points, and consequently the potential impact of capacity shortages at subassembly stations that may result in stock-outs. This is a major shortcoming given contradicting results on the recommended feeding policy, when taking the literature on both assembly parts-feeding and multi-stage shops into account. While Hua & Johnson (2010) argued that in a to-order environment, where component variety is high, kitting would be a better option than line stocking, Thürer et al. (2013) found that in a high variety multi-stage shop, the assembly order should be released to the assembly shop as soon as the first subassembly in its routing becomes available, rather than only when all of the subassemblies that
make up an assembly order are completed and become available at the assembly shop (as would be the case for kitting).

In response, this study uses simulation to assess the performance of different parts feeding policies in a two-stage assembly system. The first stage produces parts or subassemblies that are produced at several single stations. The second stage assembles these subassemblies into the end product requiring multiple sequential operations at different assembly stations. This extends the existing literature on multi-stage systems that focused on the co-ordination of subassemblies with independent routings and the literature on parts-feeding that neglected the subassembly shop altogether.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Both strands of literature of relevance to our study – two-stage assembly systems and parts feeding – are reviewed in Section 2, where our research question is also outlined. The simulation model used to evaluate the performance of the different feeding policies is then described in Section 3 before the results are presented, discussed, and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

While there exists a large literature on two-stage assembly flow shops (Allahverdi & Aydilek, 2015; Komaki & Kayvanfar, 2015; Nejati et al., 2016; Seidgar et al., 2016; Sheikh et al. 2018), studies in this literature typically assume a single feeding and assembly station in a deterministic context. In contrast, this study assumes a series of assembly operations that are fed by a subassembly shop consisting of several single stations where demand, processing times, and due dates are stochastic. The literature on two-stage assembly flow shops is therefore neglected. The same holds for research that has focused on scheduling (e.g. Pongcharoen et al., 2002; Thiagarajan & Rajendran, 2005), since studies in this literature usually assume demand to be deterministic. In contrast, we assume a stochastic to-order context.

2.1 Assembly Parts-Feeding and Multi-Stage Shops

A broad literature exists on dispatching in assembly shops (e.g. Sculli, 1980; Adam et al., 1987; Philipoom et al., 1991). Most of the rules described in this body of work base the dispatching decision on the remaining work orders, such as the Number of Unfinished Parts (NUP) rule (e.g. Maxwell & Mehra, 1968) or the unfinished work content of an assembly order. Lu et al. (2011) compared these rules with simple First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) and Earliest Due Date (EDD)
dispatching. Meanwhile, Bertrand & van de Wakker (2002) used Operation Completion Dates (OCDs) which led to the best performance in Thürer et al. (2012).

Bertrand & van de Wakker (2002), Lu et al. (2011), and Thürer et al. (2012) have also contributed to the available literature on order release in assembly shops – i.e. where subassemblies produced in a job shop are assembled at one final assembly station. Meanwhile, Thürer et al. (2013) considered order release in a multi-stage system while Fernandes et al. (2015) considered a two-stage production system with an intermediate buffer of semi-finished products. Stage one has only a single station that is the first in the routing of all manufactured products and stage two is a multi-station shop. Above studies confirmed the positive impact of order release, while Thürer et al. (2013) further found that an assembly order should be released to the assembly shop as soon as the first subassembly in its routing is finished, rather than only when all of the subassemblies that make up an assembly order are complete.

A main observation that can be made from the existing literature is that most of the studies assume that subassemblies require several operations. Consequently, the co-ordination of subassembly progress is the main challenge. The only exception is Fernandes et al. (2015), but these authors only considered a common preceding station to all products.

2.2 Kitting vs. Line Stocking

While there exists an increasing literature on feeding policies, see e.g. Kilic & Durmusoglu (2015) and Schmid & Limère (2019) for some recent reviews, studies in this literature typically neglect stochastic demand. Rather, it uses analytical models for cost, feeding time, work-in-process and space requirements. For example, Sali et al. (2015) compared three different line feeding policies – Line Stocking, Kitting and Sequencing – in terms of cost. They found that line stocking yields its best performance for big components having low diversity; that kitting is more convenient for small components with high diversity; and that sequencing is more convenient for big components with high diversity. Meanwhile, Limère et al. (2012) showed that hybrid policies, where some parts will be kitted while others will be stocked in bulk at the line, are preferred to the exclusive use of either parts feeding system. This finding is also supported by Hanson & Brolin (2013) who analyzed two case companies that moved from line stocking to kitting. Finally, analytical models for feeding time have been presented by Battini et al. (2009) while Bozer & McGinnis (1992) also provided a model to estimate the impact of different feeding policies on work-in-process and space requirements.
There are two general observations to be made on the above. First, that stochastic to-order contexts are widely neglected in the literature. Second, that existing studies focus on the assembly operations downstream of subassembly stock points (such as a warehouse or a supermarket) thereby neglecting the impact of upstream operations producing the subassemblies.

2.3. Discussion of the Literature

The literature on assembly shops typically focuses on subassembly co-ordination in the context of material flow control (Graves et al. 1995). Order release and dispatching rules introduced in this literature seek to co-ordinate the progress of the different subassembly orders that make up the assembly order. However, in practice, subassemblies may often be produced at a single station or cell; for example, plastic injection components. In this scenario, the focus shifts away from the co-ordination of subassembly progress on the shop floor towards the replenishment of parts.

However, while there exists a broad literature that seeks to assess the advantages of different parts feeding policies, such as line stocking and kitting, studies typically consider deterministic contexts and only focus on the operations after subassembly stock points. The former is a major shortcoming since it neglects systems in which demand follows a stochastic process. It also neglects the possibility of parts stock-outs; in general, it is assumed that stocking points always have subassemblies (parts) available. This directly relates to the latter, since stock-outs may be induced by capacity shortages at stations upstream of the subassembly stock points.

Therefore, there is a need for further research on feeding policies that considers both, the subassembly and the assembly shops. This is also highlighted by contradictory findings on which feeding policy to apply. Hua & Johnson (2010) argued that in a to-order environment where component variety is high, kitting would be a better option than line stocking. But this means that the release of the different parts that make up the assembly order is synchronized. All parts enter the assembly system as one kit. In contrast, line stocking allows for releasing the assembly order immediately. Thürer et al. (2013) found that in a high variety multi-stage assembly shop, the assembly order should be released to the assembly shop as soon as the first subassembly in its routing becomes available, rather than only when all of the subassemblies that make up an assembly order are completed and become available. In response, this study asks:
What feeding policy (kitting or line stocking) should be applied in two-stage assembly systems, where the first stage provides subassemblies that can be produced at a single station or cell for a second stage consisting of multiple assembly stations?

Discrete event simulation will be used to answer this question.

3. Simulation Model

3.1 Overview of Modeled Shop and Order Characteristics
A simulation model of a two-stage assembly system has been developed using SIMIO ©. We have kept our system relatively small, since this allows causal factors to be identified more easily. Small systems provide a better insight into the role of operating variables and, in practice, large systems can often be decomposed into several smaller systems (Bokhorst et al. 2004). So, each stage consists of three stations and each station is a single and constant capacity resource. All of the subassemblies of an assembly order are produced at Stage 1, the subassembly shop, and then proceed to Stage 2, the assembly shop, following a feeding policy as described in Section 3.2 below. At the assembly shop, parts or subassemblies are assembled into the end products through a series of sequential assembly operations. The two stages can be further described as follows:

- **Subassembly Shop (Stage 1):** Each station produces a given number of subassemblies variants. The number of variants that can be produced at each station is an experimental factor and it is varied from 2 to 4, similar to previous research (e.g. Sali et al., 2015).

- **Assembly Shop (Stage 2):** Each assembly station receives subassemblies from a specific subassembly station. The number of operations per assembly (or end product) is uniformly distributed between one and three. All assembly stations have an equal probability of being visited and a particular station is required at most once in the routing of an assembly. Assembly order routings are sorted to create a dominant flow direction.

The due dates of assembly orders are set exogenously by adding a random allowance factor to the order entry time. The random allowance factor is uniformly distributed between 25 and 40 time units and has been set arbitrarily. The mean operation processing times at both the assembly and subassembly stations is equal to 1 time unit. The processing time is an experimental variable and can be constant or stochastic. In the latter case, the processing time follows a 2-Erlang distribution.
Finally, the inter-arrival rate of assembly orders follows an exponential distribution with a mean of 0.741 time units, which deliberately results in a utilisation level of 90% at each station.

### 3.2 Assembly Release and Parts Feeding Policy

For all policies, assembly orders arriving at the system wait in a backlog. They are released to the assembly shop depending on subassembly availability. Classical line stocking and kitting produce subassemblies in advance of demand, i.e. to-stock. In this study we also consider the option of producing subassemblies only after demand occurred, i.e. to-order. This results in four different parts feeding policies as follows:

- **Line stocking:** Subassemblies are produced to-stock at subassembly stations using a reorder point logic. Stock is located at assembly stations. Three different levels for the reorder point were considered, namely: 2, 3 and 4 units per subassembly variant. The total amount of stock for each setting is kept equal to 24 units to ensure comparability across settings. Hence, a scenario with fewer variants has a higher reorder quantity, namely 12, 8 and 6 for a reorder point of 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The assembly order is released to the assembly shop if there is material stock for the subassembly needed at the first station in its routing, otherwise it must wait in the backlog until stock is available.

- **‘Classical’ kitting:** Subassemblies are produced to-stock at subassembly stations using reorder point logic. Stock is located at the kitting station. Again, the same three different levels for the reorder point and reorder quantity are considered and the total amount of stock is kept equal. The assembly order can only be released to the assembly shop if its kit is complete, i.e. if there is stock of all of the subassemblies needed. The kit moves with the assembly order through the assembly shop. There are no stock points at the assembly stations.

- **Line feeding to-order:** The exact amount of subassemblies is produced once the assembly order arrives. Once completed, subassemblies are sent to the stations where they are assembled. The assembly order is released to the assembly shop as soon as there is stock for the subassembly needed at the first station in its routing.

- **Kitting to-order:** The exact amount of subassemblies is produced once the assembly order arrives. A kit is routed through the subassembly shop and filled with the required subassemblies. Once the kit is complete, it is sent to the assembly shop and starts moving with the assembly order through the assembly shop. There are no stock points at the assembly stations.
All four parts feeding policies are schematized in Figure 1. Meanwhile, transportation or moving times are assumed to be negligible for all policies so as to avoid distracting from the focus of our study. Finally, assembly production follows Earliest Due Date (EDD). Subassembly production follows first-come-first-served (FCFS) if production is to-stock and EDD if production is to-order. In the latter case, subassembly due dates are equal to the associated assembly due date. Note that we do not consider any further control policy, such as the use of an explicit order release function, to avoid distracting away from the core focus of our study – the parts feeding policy.

[Take in Figure 1]

3.3 Experimental Design and Performance Measures

The experimental factors considered are: the four parts feeding policies; the number of variants that can be produced at each subassembly station; and, the nature of the processing times (constant vs. stochastic). Note that we only consider two environmental factors. Additional experiments were conducted using different degrees of processing time variability, but these results did not affect conclusions and are thus not considered here. Experiments were full factorial. Since we have three settings for the reorder point and reorder quantity for the two to-stock parts feeding policies, a total of 48 experimental scenarios were executed (2x3x2x3 for to-stock plus 2x3x2 for to-order). Each scenario was replicated 200 times while results were collected over 10,000 time units following a warm-up period of 3,000 time units. These parameters are in line with those used in previous studies (e.g. Thürer et al., 2013; Fernandes et al., 2015) and allow us to obtain stable results while keeping the simulation run time reasonable. Since we focus on a make-to-order assembly system, our main performance indicator will be delivery performance. Delivery performance will be measured by: the percentage of tardy assembly orders – the percentage of assembly orders completed after the due date; the mean tardiness of assembly orders, that is $T_j = \max(0, L_j)$, with $L_j$ being the lateness of the assembly order $j$ (i.e. the actual delivery date minus the due date of assembly order $j$); and, the total throughput time of assembly orders, that is the mean of the completion date minus the entry date across assembly orders (this measure also indicates the lateness since due dates are set exogenously).

In addition, we also measure the shop throughput time of assembly orders, that is the time an assembly order actually spends on the assembly shop. Finally, the significance of performance
differences between the outcomes of individual experiments were verified by paired t-tests, which comply with the use of common random number streams to reduce variation across experiments. Whenever we discuss a difference in outcomes between two experiments, the significance can be proven by a paired t-test at a level of 95%.

4. Results

4.1 Assessment of Results: Constant Processing Times

The results of our simulation experiments, together with the 95% confidence intervals, are summarized in Table 1 for the scenarios with constant processing times. The following can be observed from our results:

- **To-stock system:** Line stocking and classical kitting perform statistically similar in terms of tardiness performance; i.e. the 95% confidence intervals overlap. The discrepancy between total throughput time and throughput time reflects stock-outs (i.e. the time the assembly order has to wait for its subassemblies). For line stocking, waiting occurs on the assembly shop floor. For classical kitting waiting occurs at the kitting station. Classical kitting therefore has a smaller assembly shop throughput time. As observed in previous literature, the major difference between policies is *where* parts physically wait.

- **To-order system:** Line feeding to-order significantly outperforms kitting to-order. Since production is to-order, subassembly stations only produce what is needed. Since processing times are constant and equal, stations are capable of producing subassemblies just-in-time with assembly shop throughput times being statistically equivalent for kitting to-order and line feeding to-order. However, kitting to-order has a longer total throughput time since assembly orders have to wait for synchronization. These results are in line with Thürer *et al.* (2013). Meanwhile, the number of part variants has no statistically significant impact on performance.

- **Impact of control parameters (in the to-stock system):** As somewhat expected, a higher reorder point leads to better tardiness performance in terms of both percentage tardy and mean tardiness. Meanwhile, a lower reorder quantity leads to better tardiness performance although the number of part variants increases. This is an effect of there being a finite subassembly capacity. Large reorder quantities block station capacity for a longer duration thereby creating excess inventory for one part variant while other part variants are actually missing.
4.2 Assessment of Results: Stochastic Processing Times

Similar observations can be made for the results obtained for stochastic processing times. These results are given in Table 2.

A main observation comparing the results in Table 1 and Table 2 is the increase in throughput times and total throughput times. As somewhat expected, throughput times increase due to variability in the processing times at the assembly stations. Meanwhile, total throughput times further increase because pool waiting times increase. For stochastic processing times, the pool waiting times increase because it is less likely that subassemblies are available due to increased congestion at subassembly stations. Consequently, the assembly order must wait longer in the pool until subassemblies become available.

4.3 Discussion of Results

There is only limited impact of upstream stations in a to-stock system in our simulated context if the parameters of the reorder point system are set appropriately. There is also little difference in terms of operational performance between line stocking and classical kitting. The main difference is where stock is created, this is the physical location of parts. This finding is in line with previous research on parts feeding (e.g. Hanson & Brolin, 2013). It implies that the decision concerning which policy to apply largely depends on factors other than operational performance, such as where physical space is available, what transportation system is available, etc.

However, it should be noted that the amount of physical space, this is how much stock needs to be kept, does not change. The amount is the same for line stocking and classical kitting. If physical space is in general a constraint, then a to-order policy may be a better solution. There is no doubt that to-order policy realizes longer total throughput times. However, it does not require any stock and realizes comparable or even shorter assembly shop throughput times.

Pushing the customer order decoupling point (e.g. Sharman, 1984; van Donk, 2001; Calle et al., 2016) or order penetration point (e.g. Olhager, 2003) – this is the point in the product flow where parts wait to be assigned to customer (or in our case, assembly) orders – downstream reduces total throughput times. But it also creates more inventory in classical assembly systems. Our to-
order policies shifted the order decoupling point upstream from after the subassembly shop to before the subassembly shop. This increased total throughput times but also avoided any stock after the subassembly shop. This finding extends literature on the positioning of customer order decoupling points which typically focuses on simple production lines (e.g. van Donk, 2001; Calle et al., 2016). It also aligns with findings in the parts feeding literature, for example, Bozer & McGinnis (1992) who argued that assembling kits ahead of time and storing them until they are ready to be used – which means shifting the customer order decoupling point further downstream compared to classical kitting – will further increase the demand placed on the storage/retrieval system. Meanwhile, our simulation results highlight that, in a to-order context, line feeding outperforms kitting. This aligns with results in previous research on multi-stage to-order systems (e.g. Thürer et al., 2013).

5. Conclusions
Two-stage assembly systems are commonly encountered in practice. The first stage produces subassemblies that are then assembled at the second stage. As a consequence, a broad literature exists. One strand of this literature assumes that subassemblies require several sequential operations at the first production stage. Its main focus is consequently on coordinating subassembly progress, so all subassemblies of an assembly order arrive at the second stage on time. However, in practice, subassemblies can often be produced at a single station or cell. This shifts the focus away from coordination to parts feeding. While there exists a broad literature on parts feeding, studies typically assume the full availability of parts at stock points (e.g. warehouses or supermarkets), thereby neglecting the impact of upstream stations that replenish the stock points. In response, this study asked: *What feeding policy (kitting or line stocking) should be applied in two-stage assembly systems, where the first stage provides subassemblies that can be produced at a single station or cell for a second stage consisting of multiple assembly stations?*

Using simulation, we showed that operational performance differences are limited. The main difference between classical kitting and line stocking is the location, i.e. *where* stock is located. As a result, other factors than operational performance determine the choice of parts feeding policy. However, we also highlighted the potential of producing parts to-order if the constraint is on *how much* stock can be kept. While producing to-order increases total throughput times, it
eliminates stock. This links together the literature on parts feeding with that on customer order decoupling points.

5.1 Managerial Implications
Our study reemphasizes the important role of the customer order decoupling point. It extends existing literature on customer order decoupling points, which typically focuses on production lines, by highlighting its impact on stock size in assembly systems. There are two important questions for managers when deciding which parts feeding policy to choose: Is the storage space a constraint (How much)? Is the location of inventory a constraint (Where)? If the answer to the first question is yes, then line feeding to-order is likely to be the best choice since it eliminates stock and outperforms kitting to-order. If the answer to the first question is no, then the answer to the second question will determine which parts feeding policy to choose. If there is no space at the assembly shop, line stocking cannot be applied. Otherwise, both policies can be chosen and other criteria, such as the available transportation system, determine the decision.

5.2 Limitations and Future Research
A main limitation of our study is the simplicity of our modelled shop and the limited number of environmental factors. While we consider this to be justified by the focus of our study, future research could consider more complex assembly systems. This includes systems which have both subassemblies that require several operations and subassemblies that can be produced at a single station or cell. This introduces important trade-offs between parts feeding and coordination if the same resources are required by both types of subassemblies. More research is required to explore how best to handle these trade-offs.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Variants</th>
<th>Reorder Point</th>
<th>Reorder Quantity</th>
<th>Assembly Order</th>
<th>TTT</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>%tardy</th>
<th>Tard.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line Stocking</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.08±0.14</td>
<td>8.69±0.09</td>
<td>3.78±0.28</td>
<td>0.27±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.34±0.12</td>
<td>8.51±0.09</td>
<td>2.79±0.22</td>
<td>0.18±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.98±0.11</td>
<td>8.44±0.09</td>
<td>2.53±0.21</td>
<td>0.13±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.43±0.12</td>
<td>8.49±0.09</td>
<td>2.97±0.25</td>
<td>0.19±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.08±0.14</td>
<td>8.57±0.11</td>
<td>2.68±0.27</td>
<td>0.17±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.03±0.13</td>
<td>8.74±0.11</td>
<td>2.58±0.25</td>
<td>0.15±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.26±0.13</td>
<td>8.87±0.12</td>
<td>2.98±0.30</td>
<td>0.16±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.01±0.11</td>
<td>8.83±0.10</td>
<td>2.58±0.23</td>
<td>0.13±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.97±0.11</td>
<td>8.83±0.10</td>
<td>2.59±0.24</td>
<td>0.13±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical Kitting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.11±0.14</td>
<td>7.47±0.06</td>
<td>4.08±0.29</td>
<td>0.32±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.44±0.14</td>
<td>7.78±0.08</td>
<td>3.08±0.29</td>
<td>0.21±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.25±0.13</td>
<td>7.66±0.07</td>
<td>2.76±0.25</td>
<td>0.20±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.47±0.14</td>
<td>7.68±0.07</td>
<td>2.96±0.27</td>
<td>0.24±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.01±0.11</td>
<td>8.07±0.07</td>
<td>2.43±0.22</td>
<td>0.13±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.06±0.15</td>
<td>8.08±0.09</td>
<td>2.58±0.29</td>
<td>0.19±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.17±0.13</td>
<td>7.96±0.08</td>
<td>2.66±0.27</td>
<td>0.18±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.97±0.12</td>
<td>8.39±0.09</td>
<td>2.32±0.23</td>
<td>0.12±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.98±0.14</td>
<td>8.37±0.09</td>
<td>2.60±0.28</td>
<td>0.16±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Feeding To-Order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>9.93±0.12</td>
<td>5.31±0.06</td>
<td>4.23±0.24</td>
<td>0.34±0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>10.13±0.12</td>
<td>5.38±0.06</td>
<td>4.23±0.29</td>
<td>0.27±0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>10.21±0.12</td>
<td>5.41±0.06</td>
<td>4.04±0.28</td>
<td>0.25±0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitting To-Order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>12.29±0.16</td>
<td>5.66±0.07</td>
<td>7.29±0.39</td>
<td>0.54±0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>12.31±0.17</td>
<td>5.69±0.07</td>
<td>6.88±0.46</td>
<td>0.47±0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>12.58±0.19</td>
<td>5.74±0.08</td>
<td>7.67±0.49</td>
<td>0.53±0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Results for different Parts Feeding Policies and Stochastic Processing Times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Variants</th>
<th>Reorder Point</th>
<th>Reorder Quantity</th>
<th>Assembly Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Stocking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18.25±0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.96±0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.27±0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical Kitting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20.24±0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.46±0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18.69±0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Feeding To-Order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.24±0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.36±0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitting To-Order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.78±0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.76±0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Schematization of the Four Different Parts Feeding Policies